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Abstract 
In this paper, a configuration with n = (g) points in the plane is described. This configuration, 
as a matroid, is a Desargues configuration if d = 5, and the union of (~) such configurations if 
d > 5. As an oriented matroid, it is a rank 3 truncation of the directed complete graph on 
d vertices. From this fact, it follows from a version of the Lefschetz Zariski theorem implied by 
results of Salvetti that the fundamental group ~ of the complexification f its line arrangement is 
Artin's pure (or coloured) braid group on d strands. 
In this paper we obtain, by using techniques introduced by Salvetti, a new algorithm for 
finding a presentation of ~ based on this particular configuration. 
1. Introduction 
A hyperp lane H of Na is a vector space of dimension d - 1; a (central) hyperp lane 
ar rangement  ~ is a finite set of hyperplanes in Na. Let M = M( ,4)  be the complexif ica- 
tion of the complement set N = Na\u{HlH e,~'}. The topology of the open manifold 
M is  non-tr ivial  and has been an active field of research recently (a good survey on this 
subject is [10]). 
The hyperplanes of ,d  = {H1,H2 . . . .  ,H,} can be given by l inear functions 
h i :R  e ~ R such that Hi = Ker hi. These vectors hi, h2 . . . . .  h, in the dual space (Re) * 
determine an oriented matroid:  by definition, this is the oriented matro id  ~.# = ,.¢/(,~/) 
associated to the hyperplane arrangement ~ (a good reference in or iented matroids is 
[3]). We shall view here ,//f as the set of elements of { - 1,0, 1 }" (the covectors  q[,J¢/) of 
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form (sign hi(x), sign h2(x ) . . . . .  sign h,(x)), for x e N". Note that, for a covector v of J/g, 
the set of indices corresponding to zero coordinates of v is a flat of the underlying 
(unoriented) matroid _~ff of Jg and that the covectors are in one-to-one correspon- 
dence with the cells of the cell complex determined in N d by sO. In particular, we see 
the covectors of Jg (when an element T is added) as forming a lattice ~o with respect o 
the ordering corresponding to inclusion in this cell complex. Sometimes, instead of 
a covector vwe consider the signed set D, where D + = {ilvi = +}, and D o and D-  are 
defined similarly. 
The covectors associated to the cells of maximal dimension are called topes; if _~ 
has no loops or rank 0 elements (which is the only case we consider here), then all 
coordinates of the topes are non-zero. Since we also assume there are no parallel 
elements - -  i.e., each element forms a point or rank 1 flat - -  any two adjacent opes 
differ in exactly one coordinate. We say then that d is a simple arrangement. The 
covectors associated with cells of least dimension >0 are called cocircuits and 
determine all remaining covectors. For a cocircuit C there is a hyperplane H* of (Nd). 
for which hl lyes in H*, in one component of (Nd)*\H* or in the other according to 
being Ci zero, positive or negative, respectively. 
It turns out that the oriented matroid Jg (d )  encodes the topology of the manifold 
M (see [6, 4, 10, 3]). We note that in most of the preceding remarks, we may consider 
affine hyperplanes instead, in which case there occurs a very similar situation. We refer 
to [3] for details. 
If we are interested only in the fundamental group re1 (M), a further simplification is
still possible, by [12] (cf. with [11]): Fixing, in a certain manner we shall consider later, 
a closed curve for representing an element of re1 (M) for each point of _~, re1 (M) is the 
quotient group of the free group on these elements by relations in one-to-one 
correspondence with the rank 2 flats or lines of _~. Every such relation depends upon 
the signs of fixed arbitrary covectors v of ~/, where Lv = {ilvl = 0} runs through the 
set of lines of Jg. This is thus the oriented matroid version of a famous theorem of van 
Kampen (for details see [12] or [5]). 
If, in particular, we consider a set X of at most d - 3 points in general position 
relatively to ~' ,  ~g' is the extension of J /by  X and Jg" = J// '/X (we say then J/e/" is 
a truncation of Jg), then the points and lines of _~ff" are those of _Jg, and furthermore 
every covector of J¢/" is a covector of Jg; thus, we may use the oriented matroid J//" 
for computing nl(M) (see [5]). This second technique is again the oriented matroid 
version of a classical theorem, the Lefschetz-Zariski theorem (for recent proofs, 
see [-7, 8]). 
The hyperplanes we shall be considering in this paper are essentially the 
hyperplanes Hi j={(x l ,  x2, ...,Xd) eNd[X~=Xj}; let SOb be the set they form, 
db  = {gijl 1 ~< i < j  ~ d}. It is not difficult to see _~'(db) has as lattice of flats the 
partition lattice of the set {1, 2, .. . ,  d}, and is thus the cycle matroid of the complete 
graph with d vertices, Kd. More precisely, if in J¢/(~¢b) we take the orientation 
Hi~ = {(Xk)lXl < x j} for i < j, it follows immediately from the definitions that ~(db)  
is the oriented cycle matroid Kd of the directed complete graph, where edges {i,j} 
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with i< j  are oriented from i to j. Every d-dimensional cell in the cell complex 
determined in ~ by db contains a unique point of form (i1, i2, ... ,id) with 
{ il, iz, "" ,  id } = { 1,2 . . . . .  d }. Hence, there are d ! such cells. 
We shall introduce next a sequence of planar point configurations, including the 
Desargues configuration. Each one has an associated oriented matroid that is a rank 
3 truncation of Kd. According to the previous remarks on such truncations, we shall 
be able to compute Pd, the (Artin) Pure Braid Group on d strands, out of these 
oriented matroids. As we shall see, the presentation here obtained is nearly the 
classical one, as shown by Artin in 1925 [1]. 
Before being more precise, let us fix some notations: let al,a 2 . . . . .  a o be elements 
of a group G; then, by ~al,a2 . . . . .  ao~ we mean the set of identities 
a~a2 ... ag ~ag = aoala2-.-a 0 1 . . . . .  a 2 ... ao_laoa 1. Hence, for example, ~a,b~ 
means a and b commute, and ~a, b, c~ ¢:, ~ab, c~, [a, bc~. We shall obtain: 
Theorem 1 (Artin [1]). The pure braid group on d strings Pd admits a presentation with 
generators 
Ai~ for 1 ~< i < j  ~ d, (1.1) 
and defining relations 
~Ao,Ak~ if 1 <~ i < j < k < l .<, d; (1.2a) 
EAi~,Akl~ if 1 <~ k < i < j < l <. d; (1.2b) 
~Ai~,Aa, Ajt~ if 1 <~i<j<l<~d;  (1.2c) 
~Ail 1 AijAil,  Akl ~ if 1 <<. i < k < j  < 1 <~ d. (l.2d) 
The proof that this set of relations is equivalent to the more usual one, presented, 
for example, in [-9], is not difficult and is left to the reader. We remind the latter one is 
obtained from the short exact sequence 
{1}~Pd-~Bd- -*Sd-~{1},  (1.3) 
where Bd is the classical Artin's braid group on d strings and Sd is the symmetric group 
on d elements - -  and that the presentation of P~ uses a presentation of Bd and the 
Reidemeister rewriting process (see [-2,9] for details). Yet, quite surprisingly, our 
approach leads to the more synthetic presentation written above. 
2. A presentation of nl(M) in terms of the oriented matroid J~(~)  
Again, let ~¢ = {H1, H2 . . . . .  H,} be a simple hyperplane arrangement in ~,  
M = cd \  U~'= 1 {Hi ® C}, and consider ~ = rtx(M); in this section we recall a method 
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for computing n out of the oriented matroid d¢= ~t ' (d ) .  This computat ion essen- 
tially results from the work of Salvetti in [12], which in fact may be generalized to 
a big extent to every oriented matroid ~ ' ,  even when J / i s  not associated with any 
hyperplane arrangement (cf. [5]). We follow closely [5] for notations and the way we 
present the results. 
As an abstract group, n may be defined as the group with n generators, ~,, . . . ,  ~,, 
where n is the number  of hyperplanes, and relations defined as follows: Suppose, by 
renumbering and reorienting if necessary the hyperplanes of d ,  that, for 
T ,=(~- , - , .  , ,+ ,+, . . . ,+)~{- ,0 ,+}" ,  
-v ~ -  
i t imes  (n  - -  i )  t imes  
To, T1 . . . . .  T,  = - To is a sequence of (adjacent) topes in J///. For  a (d - 2)-dimen- 
sional cell V, let Lv  be the line of _~ consisting of the zero coordinates of V, 
Lv  = {e l ,e2  . . . . .  el} c {1,2 . . . . .  n}, and suppose el < e2 < ... < et. We define, for 
k = 1,2 . . . .  ,l, 
flk -~- l~  O~ik" '" O~i2 0~il' 
where the i /s  are the integers such that i i < e,, Vii = - and il < i2 < ... < ik', and 
take lastly the relation 
R v : E f l  l l O~ et f l  l , f l  L ll O~ . . . .  i l l - '  . . . .  , f l  l l ~ e , f l  l ~ " 
For  instance, if V = ( - ,O,  +, - ,O ,  - ) ,  then Rv:  ~c~la ; l c~5~4~, ,a l~a2a~¢:"  
If we now take the set of lines of _M/ and, for each line L of this set, we choose 
a covector V with L = Lv ,  then the set of corresponding relations Rv defines z. 
Remark.  The geometrical meaning of the generators ~i's with such relations, as curves 
in M as defined by Salvetti, is again similar to the usual one. More precisely, given 
a curve c~: I - - - ,Mc  C:t  ~--~(cq(t), ... ,cq(t)), a geometric braid associated with ~ is 
~¢, = (al l  . . . .  , ~¢d), where ~¢i:I ~ C × I: t F--~(~i(t), t). We note that, when we proceed 
to a certain number  of (natural) choices within Salvetti's construction of the gener- 
ators, and interpret hem in terms of geometric braids, it turns out that these are the 
braids of form 
2 - ,  . 
Ai j  .= 6r j -  l~ j -  2 "'" Gi+ l~ i  o ' i+ ,  " '  
where i < j and the ai's for 1 ~< i ~< d - 1 are the usual generators of the (classical) 
braid group on d strands, i.e. the braids that permute in a certain way the strings i and 
i + 1 (cf. [-2, 9]). 
In fact, the construction in [12] of the generators ~i depends on the choice, for every 
element V = Ti of the aforesaid sequence of topes and for every subtope 
V = Fi = T i -  1 A Ti, of a point veo located in the cell associated with V in the cell 
complex determined in Nd by rib. In here, we identify the cell of this complex 
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Fig. 1. 
containing a point P e R e with the corresponding covector V of the lattice ~,  given by 
V = (sign(P s - Pi))l ~<~<j<~a = (sign(Pal -- Pd_~), sign(Pd -- Pd-2),  ... ,sign(P3 -- P~), 
sign(Pz - P1)) (see Section 3), and write accordingly vo~ e V. 
Let V0 = T°m : (1,2 . . . . .  d -  1 ,d)e To and consider V1 = Tic0 = (d -  1 d)Vo, where 
Sd acts in R d by interchanging corresponding coordinates; then V1 = (1, 2 . . . . .  d, d - 1) 
is the only point of the orbit of Vo in T~, and To and T~ are separated by the 
hyperplane H ,_L , .  Note that, in general, if Vk = T~m e Tk is in the orbit of V0, then 
Vk is uniquely defined and Vk = (i j )Vk -1 ,  where Tk 1 and Tk are separated by His. 
Let, for F k : Tk_ 1 A Tk, W k = Ft'(L) 7__ 1/2(Tk-lco -t- T~O) : l (vk -  1 + Vk) EF  k. Then 
Wk -- Vk , :V~O) -- T~ 'CO = - - (Wk -- Vk) =(0 . . . . .  0,1/2,0 . . . . .  0, --1/2,0 . . . . .  0). 
~--v ---~ 
i.th c. j.th c. 
Let W~ = Fk +_ i (Wk -- Vk-1). In Salvetti's construction [12, p. 608], the gener- 
ator ~k is the polygonal (closed) curve in M (in fact, in the 1-skeleton of X, a reg- 
ular CW complex which is a strong deformation retract of M), [VoW~V~ ... 
W[VkWfVk  1W+-1 "" V IW;Vo] .  As a geometric braid, this is Aij as defined 
above. In Fig. 1, the geometric braid associated with xl is evaluated and represented 
through a Mathemat ica picture for d = 4. 
3. A generalized Desargues configuration 
We present now a generalized planar point configuration with n = (~) points 
(d >~ 4), which extends in general the classical Desargues configuration, the case d = 5. 
Its 3(~) 2-point lines and (~) 3-point lines are those of the corresponding C/g = ~_~(.~b); 
in fact, its oriented matroid ~/ '  is a rank 3 truncation of ~ ,  a fact from which, 
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according to the previous remarks, we shall derive a presentation of the pure braid 
group pa. 
Consider the set ld = {(i,j) l 1 ~< i < j  ~< d}. We take in la the inverse colexicographic 
order, denoted by < and defined by (k,l) < (i,j) if e i ther j  < l o r j  = I and i < k, for 
(i, j),(k,l) in Ia. Hence (d -  1,d) < (d -  2,d) < ... < (1,d) < (d -  2, d -  1) < ..- < 
(1, 2) (compare with Section 2). Intervals in In are defined with respect o this ordering, 
like, for instance, [-(i,j). "(k,l) [:= {(r,s)[ 1 <~ r < s <~ d, (i,j) <~ (r,s) < (k,1)}. Intervals 
of types [. '1,]" "],]" ' [ are defined similarly. 
Fixed d ~> 4, we consider the following four collections of signed subsets of Id: 9~, 
the set of all signed subsets of the form, for 1 ~< i < j < k < l ~< d, 
D + = [(d - 1, d)" -(k, l) [w] (i,j)" -(1, 2)1, 
D-  =](k , l ) "  "(i,j)[; 
9 2, the set of all signed subsets of the form, for 1 ~ k < i < j < 1 ~ d, 
D + = [(d - 1, d ) . . ( j ,  l) [w] (k, l ) . . (1,  l ) ]w] ( i , j ) . . (1,  2)] 
D-  = [(j,l)" (k,l)EwE(l- 2 , l -  1). "(i,j)[; 
9 3, the set of all signed subsets of the form, for 1 ~< i < j < 1 ~< d, 
D + = [ (d -  1 ,d ) . . ( j , l ) [w] ( i , l ) . . (1 ,1 ) ]w] ( i , j ) . - (1 ,2 ) ] ,  
D -  = ] ( j , l ) '  " ( i , l )Ew[( l -  2 ,1 -  1). . ( i , j ) [ ;  
and 9~, the set of all signed subsets of the form, for 1 ~< i < k < j < l ~< d, 
D + = [(d - 1, d)' - ( j , / ) ]w]  (k, l ) . . (1,  l)]w] ( i , j ) . . (1,  2)1, 
D-  = ]( j , l )" "(k,l)[w[(l - 2, l - 1). "(i,j)[; 
finally, we consider 9a  1 2 3 4 = 9a Wga wga Wgd. 
Recall Ka is the oriented cycle matroid of the complete graph on d vertices (labelled 
1,2 . . . .  , d) and edges directed from i to j for 1 ~< i < j ~< d. We have: 
Proposition 3.1. 
(i) 9d is (the set of cocircuits of) an oriented matroid on Ia; 
(ii) 9d is a rank 3 truncation of Ka; 
(iii) 9d is affinely coordinatizable by points aij of ~2, 1 <. i < j <~ d, where x-coordi- 
nates are decreasing with respect to the inverse colexicographic ordering. 
Proof. We construct a set Ad ofn = (2 e) points alj (1 ~< i < j  ~< n) of ff~2 such that 9d is 
exactly the set of cocircuits of Aa for affine dependency over ~. In other words, for 
each D E 9a the (2 or 3) points aij for (i,j) e D O are on a line L of ~2 such that D ÷ is the 
part of A, is one component of ~\L  and D-  is the part of A, in the other component: 
We say that level of the point a~ (1 ~< i < j  ~< d) isj. The level of a line of Aa is the 
greatest level of all of its points. 
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Let a l ;  = (1,0), a13 = (2,0) and a23 = (3,0). For d >~ 4 define inductively: 
(1) aid = ((d~ 1) + 1, ~d) where C~d is a positive real sufficiently large for ((~), ad) to be 
above all lines of Ad of level at most d - 1; 
(2) ad i,d is the point on line al,d- lal,n with x-coordinate (2d); 
(3) aid(1 < i < d - -  1) is the intersection of the two lines al , ia l ,d  and ai,d lad- ~,n. 
Then, it is not difficult to complete the proof after showing the following properties 
of An hold: 
(4) there are d points vi of R 3 (1 ~< i ~< d), with decreasing positive z-coordinate, 
such that aij is the intersection of the line vivj with [j~2 X {0}; 
(5) the affine oriented matroid of An is a rank 3 truncation of Kn; 
(6) the x-coordinates of the aij's are decreasing with respect o the inverse colexico- 
graphic ordering of Id; 
(7) the y-coordinates of the a~j's are decreasing with respect o the inverse colexico- 
graphic ordering of Id; 
(8) the slopes of the lines of An are all non-negative; 
(9) the points of level d are above all lines of level at most d - 1; 
(10) the slope of the line a~jakd for fixed k < d is decreasing with respect o the inverse 
colexicographic ordering of ( i , j) ,  for i < j < d. 
(11) the slope of the line a~,da~+l.d increases for 1 ~< i < d - 1; (in particular the 
points al,d, a2,d . . . . .  an-1.d of level d are the successive vertices of a convex polygon). 
In fact, by property (5) a line L is either a 2-point line aijak~((i, j) > (k, l), with i , j ,  k, l 
all distinct) or a 3-point line a~j a,  ajz (i < j </) ;  by property (10), points of level at most 
l - 1 are in D + (the part above L) if they are greater than a 0- in inverse colexicographic 
ordering, in D-  in the opposite case; by property (9) points of level greater than I are in 
D +. For points of form a,,t (which form a polygon by property (11)) we also consider 
the point akin of line a,,zakt; then, the position of a,,t relatively to the line L may be 
decided from the position of a~j relatively to that line, given by property (10). From 
here, it is not difficult to obtain the previous cocircuits. 
For proving properties (4-11), assume by induction they hold for smaller 
values of d. 
Property (4) Set vl = (1, 0, 2), v2 = (1, 0, 1). For d ~> 3 define inductively Vd as the 
intersection of the lines vla ld and Vd lad-~,d, which are coplanar since by the 
construction ofad- 1,n and by induction the lines vlvd 1 and a~dad 1,n meet in ai,d - 1. 
Note the z-coordinate of Vd is positive and smaller than that of Vd- 1 since Vd lyes in 
both halflines 51dV~ and tie- 1.dVd 1, because al,n- 1, a~.d and a n_ 1,d occur in this order 
on their common line, by the choice of their x-coordinates. From property (3) it 
follows that a~d is the intersection of line V~Vd with the plane z = 0. 
Property (5) is a consequence of property (4): Kn is the linear oriented matroid 
incidence matrix I of the complete graph. We show there exists a d x 3, rank 3 matrix 
A such that B = I" A has positive multiples of the points of (a~j, 1) ~ N2 x { 1 } as the 
lines. Then the affine oriented matroid of An (the linear oriented matroid of B) is 
a rank 3 truncature of Kd since, when we consider d - 3 linear independent vectors in 
~d, X1, ... ,Xd-3, with Xi 'A  = 0 and take T to be the linear oriented matroid of 
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I together with rows X 1 . . . . .  Xd_3,  T \{X  1 . . . .  ,Xd -3}  = Kd and T/{X~,  ... ,Xd -3}  
is the affine oriented matroid of Aa. Now, if vi = (xi, Yi, zi) for 1 ~< i ~< d, 
Z i Zj Z i Zj ) 
- - X j  - -  X i , - -Y j  - -Y i ,  1 =(a i j ,  1 ) 
zi - z j  zi - z j  zi - z j  zi -z~ 
is a positive multiple of ( i jx j ,  i jy j ,  it) - (2ix~, ziYi, zi), where we write il = ilk ¢iZk. 
Property (6) - -  Since properties (6) and (8) hold for levels smaller than d, clearly (9) 
for a point of level d implies (10) for the same point; by (1) and (8) for smaller levels, we 
have (9) for al,d and ad-Ld.  Hence (10) holds for these points. It follows then from (3) 
that the x-coordinates and y-coordinates ofpoints of form aid increase with the value 
ofi(1 ~<i~<d). 
Properties (8-10) are a consequence of the above proof, as the points of form aid are 
in the triangle of vertices a le ,  aa- 1.d and ((g), C~d). 
Property (7) is a consequence of (6) and (10). 
Property (11) - -  Since by induction ai, i+ 1 belongs to the line Lz = ale a~ + ~. d, L~ and 
Li+l are, respectively, the line joining a~+Ld to ai, i+l and to ai+Li+2. As 
(i + 1, i + 2) < (i, i + 1), the slope of Li÷ ~ is strictly greater than that of Li. [] 
Remark 3.2. Note that, for every subset E = {ex,e2, ... ,es )c  {1,2 . . . . .  d} with 5 
elements, the restriction of Id to E 2 is a Desargues configuration. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1 
Since ~d of Proposition 3.1 is a rank 3 truncation of Ka, and this is the 
oriented matroid associated with rib, we may use the respective cocircuits for com- 
puting n as described in Section 2. For instance, let l~<i<j<k<l~<d 
and V:= (V(,,,,)) e{ - ,0 ,  +}(I) be such that Vtk,~ ) = V,,j) = O, V(m,,) = + for (k,l) < 
(m, n) < (i,j), and V(,,,.) = - elsewhere. Then V is an element of~a 1 and we obtain that 
~Aij, Akl~ if 1 ~< i < j  < k < 1 ~< d. (4.1) 
From the cocircuits of N2, ~a3 and N~ we obtain, respectively, 
~(AI , /A2 ,  l . . .  Ak_  I , I ) -  I Ai, j (A I , IA2 , I  ... 
W(AI, IA2,I  "" A I_  I , t ) -  I Ai, j (A I , IA2 , I  ... 
~(AI,tA2,1 "'" Ak -  1,t)- 1Ai, j (A I , IA2 ,  l ... 
Ak- l , l ) ,Ak,  z~ 
i f l  ~<k<i<j<l~<d;  (4.2) 
Ai -  1,z), All t, Aj, l~ 
i f l~<i<j<l~<d;  (4.3) 
Ak- i , t ) ,Ak, l~ 
if 1 < i < k < j  < I ~< d; (4.4) 
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Now, we prove (1.2a 1.2d) is equiva lent  to (4.1 4.4): Note  that (4.2) implies 
~[Ai,j, Al.t~, and  this in turn  implies {Ai.j, Az,l~, etc. Then,  clearly (4.2) is equivalent  to 
(1.2b), and  hence, in its presence, (4.3) to (1.2c) and for the same variables (4.4) to 
~(A i , lA i+ l ,  1 ... Ak_ l . l ) - lA i ,  j (A i ,  iA i+ l , l  ... A k l . t ) ,Ag. l~. 
We may write this last re lat ion as 
EA~l lA i jA i l ,  A i+ l , t  Ak 2 , tAk -  1 -1  -1 , , , "'" 1, lAk, tAk - l , lAk  2,1  " ' "  Ai+l , l~"  
Now, by using (1.2c) as in Ak_ l , iAk . lAk_ t l , l  =-Ak_~l .kAk,  lAk _ 1.k and by (1.2b), the 
second member  becomes - 1 - 1 Ak-  l,k "'" Ai+ t ,kAk ,~Ai~ 1,k "'" Ak-  El ,  for which all but  the 
central  term commute  with A~j and Aiz, by (1.2b). Hence, (4.4) is equivalent  to (1.2d), 
and  this concludes the proof. []  
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